We extend the theory of knowledge structures by taking into account information about the skills a subject has. In the first part of the paper we exhibit some structural properties of the skill-problem relationship and consequences for the interpretation of concurrent theories in terms of the skill theory. The second part of the paper offers a test theory based on skill functions: We present measurements for the data consistency of the skill-problem relationship, and estimate abilities in terms of lower and/or upper boundaries of problem states and skills, given a special instance of the skill-problem relationship.
Introduction
The concept of skill assignments in knowledge spaces was introduced by Falmagne et al. (1990) .
In subsequent independent development, Korossy (1993) , Doignon (1994) and, Düntsch and Gediga (1995) proposed various approaches to skills and knowledge structures; further work in the area can be found in the recent collection edited by Albert and Lukas (1999) .
While the discussion of the dependency of cognitive abilities (skills) and observed knowledge states took place within the theoretical frame of knowledge spaces, application of the skill assignment theory has met with a limited response, although its practical usefulness as a test theory had been demonstrated by Düntsch and Gediga (1998) . The present article aims at positioning the theory of skill assignment within a framework of related treatments of data analysis and data representation such as knowledge spaces or concept analysis; it offers applicable procedures to set up a practical test theory based on skill assignments through extending the theory by estimating the consistency between a theoretical model and observed data; it also includes a component of uncertainty handling.
[ Figure 1 
about here.]
Our basic model is pictured in Figure 1 : First, the teacher chooses a domain of skills in which (s)he is
interested. An empirical model in form of a set of test questions is constructed by an operationalisation which assigns to sets M of skills those problems, which can be solved with the skills in M. In a third step, representation (or numerical) models are induced by a scaling which can be used for assessment in various ways. This is an instance of the data model put forward by Gigerenzer (1981) .
Just as knowledge assessment by modern scaling theory such as knowledge structures can be regarded as a qualitative way of measurement, we aim at a qualitative description of a subject's skill state. This philosophy is in the spirit of non-invasive data analysis (Düntsch and Gediga, 2000) which
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The range of x in R is the set The set Q of problems can be considered (in the sense of (Gigerenzer, 1981) ) as an empirical model of those skills whose presence (or absence) in a student we want to ascertain, and we need to relate the problems to sets of skills with which the problems can be solved; in other words, we have to provide an operationalisation of the domain of interest. It may be worthy of mention that the operationalisation is a first source of uncertainty, since it is not always clear whether the empirical model truly reflects the properties and relations of the domain. In many instances, this will be the case; nevertheless, one needs to distinguish carefully between the set of problems a student is able to solve and the skills (s)he possesses in the area of interest.
Throughout the paper, we let S be a finite set of skills in a student's mastery of which we are interested.
We assume that every problem in Q needs one or more nonempty sets of skills of S to be solved; this condition can be achieved by a simple pre-processing procedure.
Skills and problems can be related in the following way: Let Γ be a relation between Q and 2 S¨( / 00 , i.e. Γ . We interpret qΓX as X is minimal with respect to for the collection of all skill sets sufficient to solve q.
In other words, qΓX , if q can be solved with the skills in X , but no proper subset of X is sufficient to solve q; we call each X 0 is the set of exactly those problems which can be solved with the skills in X . This induces a mapping δ : 2 S 2 Q defined by
In particular,
More generally, a problem function is a mapping δ : 2 S 2 Q such that 1. δ is normal, i.e. δ¦ / 0© P ¥ / 0.
δ is monotone.
The concepts of skill relation and problem function are equivalent (Düntsch and Gediga, 1995 
Since each nonempty state of " is the intersection of meet irreducible elements, we have " y ¥ r " δ .
Since
" is finite and closed under union, it is generated by its join-irreducible elements J
Suppose that the nonempty elements of J 
Suppose that X ¥ (
Since the nonempty states of " are exactly the unions of K i s, we have
Let us look at these "extreme" cases more closely: Suppose that Γ Q # S, and set ∆ ¥ Γ˘. We can interpret qΓs in two different ways:
It is possible to solve q with skill s.
Skill s is necessary to solve q, and Γ¦ q© is minimally sufficient to solve q.
These are, respectively, the disjunctive and conjunctive skill assignments of (Doignon, 1994 ). It will turn out that the knowledge structures arising from these two interpretations can be neatly described by the modal possibility and necessity operators. We will denote the corresponding problem functions by δ d and δ c , and the resulting knowledge structures by
Proof. 1. Since both $ Γ% and
8
∆9 are normal and monotone, so is 
We now have, not surprisingly,
Proof. 
, and the conclusion follows. Otherwise,
The second case is shown analogously. This leads to the following knowledge structure:
1 " is ! and stable, and a conjunctive and a disjunctive skill assignment can be constructed in the following way:
; observe that the assignment s ij j` q ij j is a bijection from S to Q.
It is straightforward to see that Γ 0 leads to a conjunctive skill assignment, and that the resulting SKS is just
Then, the skill assignment is disjunctive, and δ 1 ¦ (
Therefore, incompatible theoretical ideas may lead to the same empirical results.
Towards a test theory based on skill functions
Once we have fixed our operationalisation δ of a domain of skills, we need to gauge how well the empirical data and the theoretical structure interact. For global test consistency, we need to compare the EKS " solv and the SKS " δ , and our plan is to find indices which provide a closer analysis of the compatibility of the observed states and the predicted states.
In the literature there are several -quite diverging -approaches to construct estimation procedures to measure the fit between " solv and the SKS " δ . Classical latent traits modelling approaches such as the conjunctive latent task model (using a conjunctive assignment of tasks to problems, (Jannarone, 1986 (Jannarone, , 1991 (Jannarone, , 1997 ) and the disjunctive latent task model (Lord, 1984) show a remarkably different behaviour; this is somewhat astonishing, because there are situations in which both modelling ap-proaches should come to approximately the same results as our construction of Γ 0 and Γ 1 above. In this Section we describe a test theory based on skill functions, which does not use the strict model assumptions of a Birnbaum or Rasch model such as tracelines of task behaviour or, additionally, weighted sums of cognitive demands as in cognitive design systems (Embretson, 1998 (Embretson, , 1999 . Instead, we use indirect checks of model consistency. Furthermore, the proposed test theory does notat least, in principle -rely on the special cases of conjunctive or disjunctive functions.
Within the frame of knowledge space theory, probabilistic assumptions for modelling errors in proach. This technique uses a probability α for lucky guesses and a probability β for careless errors to describe the discrepancies of " solv and " δ (Kambouri et al., 1994) . There are, however, several problems: First of all, the PKS approach is not specified unless the parameter restrictions are given. If no restrictions are set, one needs to specify α-and β-parameters for all state
which is by far too much to be estimated using a reasonable number of subjects. Restricting the parameters is possible, but results in models whose properties are largely unknown. Some approaches assign all lucky -guess -parameters to one parameter α, and all careless -error -parameters to one parameter β. This is a very restrictive probabilistic knowledge structure, and it is not clear in which real life situations it can be fruitfully employed. The second origin of problems stems from the fact that the PKS does not reflect the nature of the skill function: We have shown that certain knowledge structures can be constructed from conjunctive or disjunctive skill functions, but the PKS is identical for both -a situation which is not satisfactory, if one assumes the probability of an error when solving a problems is a function of the "missing skill" probabilities. Given a conjunctive skill function, the "problem solved" probability will be mixture of convolutions of elementary probability distributions, whereas the disjunctive skill function results in a complicated mixture of elementary components.
Therefore, one can say with some justification that there is -up to now -no simple and elegant way to set up a probabilistic version of the deterministic model of skill assignment. In the next two subsections we investigate the problem in a very elementary way, which can be described by the term "bump hunting", ie. looking for unevenness in the texture. The main assumption is that α-and β-parameters are small, and that the states of the deterministic model are a substantial part of " solv . A statistical test procedure to check this assumption is provided.
Global consistency
In the sequel, we call any observed state solv¦ t
© R & "
solv¨Kδ inconsistent (with respect to
The consistency index 
δ is simply 2 Q and any state is consistent with such skill assignment.
In terms of a PKS we count the relative number of elements in states with the highest probabilities.
But, for large
, the value of γ U is expected to be very small, because even small deviations of EKS and SKS due to lucky guesses and careless errors will result in remarkable number of misfits. For both reasons, there is the need for a statistical procedure to derive the significance of the intersection of EKS and SKS. This computation needs some knowledge about a plausible benchmark distribution of the fit of " δ with respect to " solv . Following the road of non-invasive data analysis (Düntsch and Gediga, 2000) , we want to minimise model assumptions; therefore, in the absence of other information, we suggest to employ a randomisation technique since it is valid for any kind of sample (Manly, 1997) .
We assume the relation Γ to be given, and we randomise the problems within the relation. Let Σ be the set of all permutations of Q.
Since σ is a bijection, Γ σ is well defined, and we let " δs σt be the resulting skill knowledge structure.
Note that σ is just a re-labelling of Q, and thus, the set theoretic structure of " δ is not changed. We can now compute the position of the empirical value γ¦ U £ T " have developed a sequential randomisation procedure which dramatically reduces the computational effort (Düntsch and Gediga, 2000, Chapter 4.3) . We have found, that in most cases less than 100 simulations were required. Note, that the randomisation procedure is a conditional test and that even a small value of γ U may have a large effect, for example, if the number of items is large and the number of states is small. Therefore, in order to achieve an effect measure, γ U has to be adjusted. Using the arguments of Cohen (1960) and Scott (1955) , who took into account that agreement may be due to chance, we result in a test consistency measure which is a correction of γ U for consistency expectation:
due to chance.
The randomisation procedure above can also be used for the statistical evaluation of additional structure: Suppose that δ 1 £ δ 2 : 2 S 2 Q are operationalisations of S, and suppose that
gives us some insight whether the empirical observations in the additional states can be attributed to a random process or not.
Item consistency
Given a sufficiently homogeneous context, item analysis can be done by checking the change of the test consistency when removing an item q from the problem set. More formally, we set
, we result in a procedure which helps to evaluate the influence of a test item: If the test consistency changes considerably when an item is removed, then this is a strong advice to remove the item from the test or to reformulate the given theory.
A comparable construction can be done for the evaluation of skills: Removing a set T of skills from S will result in
Observing that γ T
, we result in a procedure which helps to find redundant skills in terms of consistency. A skill reduct is a set T of skills such that
Any skill reduct has the same expressive power -in terms of consistency -as the full skill set.
Distance to boundaries
Consistency measures deal with the exact match of theory and data. However, there are situations which cannot be tackled by such a crisp zero-or-one-statistic. As a simple tool, the theory offers the usage of the lower and/or upper boundaries for the evaluation of the skill theory in case of suitable problem functions. As an example, suppose that the given problem function δ is conjunctive or disjunctive, so that P and P are meaningful. For every element P & u "
solv we compute the Hamming
Thus, every element of the EKS can be measured in terms of its distances to upper and lower approximation. A conjunctive skill function will result in a closure system, and a unique and simple upper bound of any element of the EKS can be computed. The analysis of the Hamming distance to the upper bound offers a simple and computationally feasible method for the evaluation of such closure system. Similarly, the lower bound of any element of the EKS using a disjunctive skill function (which generates a knowledge space) is unique and easy to compute as well, thus, providing a simple an computationally feasible method for the evaluation of such knowledge spaces.
The distribution of Hamming distances can be used for descriptive and inferential purposes. Their mean value provides a measure which is analogous to the coefficient of reproducibility (REP) for
Guttman-scales by the definition
Comparing groups and explaining group differences
Comparing groups using test results has become a prominent topic in applications. There are -at least -two different questions when comparing groups using knowledge structures: First, the groups can be described by two different structures, and the knowledge structure is used for descriptive purposes (e.g. Janssens (1999) ). Second, the task is to analyse which group is "better", given the results within a representation of a common knowledge structure for all groups. For the second task, we have shown elsewhere (Düntsch and Gediga, 1998 ) that the results in " solv alone are sufficient to test whether one group outperforms another one. Here, we will present a slightly generalised version of this test procedure.
Suppose that the subject set U is partitioned in to groups § ¥ ( 
Skill based evaluation of groups
When using a conjunctively or disjunctively interpreted skill relation Γ Assuming that every skill is tested by at least one problem, we are able to test group differences for skill s using a Chi-square test.
The skill set based approach of comparing groups using upper and lower bounds sometimes appears to be unsatisfactory. The reason for this are the crisp definitions of upper and lower bound, which turn out to mask group differences, if the skill function is not properly defined. To find out which skill assignments "often" work well and which do not, we can do the following in case of a conjunctive 
An Example: Reanalysis of a well known Guttman Scale
Even for small scale situations, non-trivial examples for skill assignment procedures tend to be technically demanding, because, as an a-priori technique, the domain theory must be developed in detail, and its connection to the data must be stated in a precise manner.
In order to present an example with low technical overhead for describing the skill assignment technique, we have chosen one of the first applications of Guttman's scaling technique (Guttman, 1944 (Guttman, , 1950 , in which Suchman (1950) investigates physical reactions to dangers of battle, experienced by soldiers who have been under fire. Obviously, physical reactions to danger are not "solved problems" and there can be no "skills" as a theoretical basis for explaining this reaction. Nevertheless, we will show below that one can re-interpret the given domain-data-connection in terms of the skill theory developed above. In this context, a "problem" is a physical symptom, and a "skill" is the representation of a stimulus which triggers such a symptom. Suchman (1950) showed that the patterns of symptoms experienced by the subjects form a Guttman scale with a coefficient of reproducibility of 0.92. Presence of symptoms in decreasing order was as follows: Once one has found a scaling model for the data, the scale must be interpreted in theoretical terms.
Structure of the example
A simple interpretation is that
¢
The representation of the external danger stimuli ("skills") meets reaction thresholds for reactions q 1 to q 9 ,
Reaction thresholds show the same ordinal relation for every subject,
The representation of external danger stimuli grows smoothly.
A theory consistent with these assumption leads to a conjunctive skill assignment with the following Γ relation: 
There are no other possibilities to generate q k .
The Guttman scaling -and the corresponding (skill) function interpretation -is constructed by 1. The rank order of the percentages of solved items.
2. The additional assumption that the dimension which is observed in the numerical system has a counterpart in the empirical system.
The idea of the skill function approach is to use a domain knowledge based construction, which does not use (post-hoc) information in the numerical system . The interpretation frame of the Guttman scale has two theoretical assumptions, which can be adopted:
The representation of external danger stimuli meets reaction thresholds for reactions q 1 to q 9 .
A look at the list of items shows that they can be assigned to three categories
¢ Medium to severe symptoms without excretion q 3
Assuming an order among these three categories, and no order within the categories due to individual responses to stimuli representation, we can construct a clustered partial order of three groups, resulting in the following conjunctive relation:
We should like to point out that at this stage in the model building process, the data have not yet entered into the picture.
Whereas " G has 10 theoretical states, " δ 3 has 29 states which have one of the forms
Consistency
Comparing the theoretical states with the observed answers from a sample U with size 100 (Suchman, 1950, p. 140) , we obtain Table 1 .
[ Table 1 The number of hits in both theories is significantly different from its expectation. The question arises, whether Γ 3 is a substantially better theory than Γ G . Since
δ 3 , we can use the technique for analysing partial γ values; the results are shown in Table 2 .
[ Table 2 about here.]
The number of additional hits is significantly different from the expectation, and we can conclude that Γ G is substantially improved by Γ 3 in terms of consistency.
The leave-one-statistics for both theories are presented in Table 3 .
[ Table 3 about here.]
Both skill theories have higher support, when leaving out certain problems. In case of the Guttman scale, q 3 is a promising candidate, whereas in case of the 3 cluster assumption, item q 7 is a good choice for an even better model fit. It is trivial that leaving out A1 will not change the consistency, because A1 is really redundant, as it is a conjunctive part of every problem function. Whereas the profile of the A-skills is rather flat, the B-skills show (up to skill B1) a rather big difference to the start value (70). This indicates that most of skills for Γ 3 are necessary to result in such high consistency.
[ Table 4 about here.] Table 4 presents lower and upper bounds of the elements of " solv , and an evaluation in terms of the distribution of Hamming distances to the upper and lower bounds is given in Table 5 . This provides additional information about the misfits of the problem function in terms of the distribution of Hamming distances to the upper and lower boundaries.
Lower and upper bounds and the Hamming distance distributions
[ 
Group comparison
The example data do not contain a variable with group information. To demonstrate our approach, we define two groups by assigning the subjects to group 0 if item 5 is not present (q 5 ¥ 0), and to group 1 if item 5 is present (q 5 ¥ 1); item q 5 is then removed from the scale. The knowledge structure comparison -which is model independent -is presented in Table 6 .
[ Table 6 about here.]
Within the comparable elements item q 5 splits the empirical knowledge structure quite perfectly (r=0.81); the differences can hardly be attributed to random processes (sig(r
The group comparison in terms of theoretical variables is presented in Table 7 for the basic terms in the data model given by Γ 3 .
[ Table 7 about here.]
The two groups show large differences in all indices of the theoretical terms B1 to B9. Table 7 also demonstrates a simple structural property of the upper approximation of skills: If a skill is a very basic one (like B1 or B2), it is often present in the upper approximation. The diagnostic can be done by comparing the mean value of the intensity with the upper bound percentages: If both differ remarkably, the skill is often added to the upper bound. For the most complicated skills (like B7, B8, B9), the mean of the intensity and the upper bound percentages are identical, which means that these skills were never added to an upper bound.
Summary and outlook
The theory of skill knowledge structures (TSKS) proposes a direct link from the researcher's theory to a tailored numerical system, using observed data ( = the empirical system) as an intermediate medium.
Its foundation is an a-priori scaling model, and therefore, there is a need for a precise formulation of the theory in logical or relational terms. In the model, the researcher starts by constructing a skill assignment, resp. a problem function, which is an explicit operationalisation of domain knowledge, mapped to an empirical system. There are no additional scaling assumption in TSKS -all assumptions are restrictions of the operationalisation. Even the model assumption for the operationalisation is rather soft: "More" in the domain should result in "more" in the empirical system -which makes sense for testing knowledge. We have shown that the additional scaling assumptions of closure under union or intersection can be expressed by restrictions on the operationalisation. Furthermore, we have positioned well known data analysis strategies such as knowledge spaces and concept analysis within the TSKS context.
Since the numerical system is constructed from the initial theory without the data, these must be interpreted in terms of the theory and its model assumptions; in this respect, Guttman scaling as an a-posteriori model is less demanding. In our context, for example, one may well ask, whether the assumption of a monotone operationalisation makes sense in the example of under-fire-symptoms;
our results show that such a requirement is certainly consistent with the data.
If an expert formulates a theory (s)he will often not be as precise as necessary to result in an acceptable model fit. In this paper some procedures are offered to discover weaknesses of the problem function, and to optimise the theory of the data. The significance tests which we have suggested are a descriptive instrument only; however, by using cross validation, one has a powerful instrument for test construction. We have used the procedures introduced in this paper to construct a new intelligence test and have shown that the results compete well with results of conventional models of test construction (Preckel et al., 2001) .
Because a sound theory does not allow every possible outcome, results of subjects are not always precisely given in the TSKS model, and only lower and upper bound of knowledge can be generated.
We think that these bounds offer more information than a single point estimate, because the latter compresses the knowledge using a -sometimes not suitable -measurement instrument. The lower and upper bounds are not statistical bounds, but logical ones. A statistical error theory for upper and lower bounds still needs to be developed. 
